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Version 2 Software (optional), adds new features and more detailed refinements to the already 
powerful and flexible Matrix One management capabilities. 
 
Main features added, specifically described in specific sections of this document,  are: 
 
 

 Automatic and easy to use, drum loops synchronization with MIDI songs (pag.9) 

 Audio Cd mastering capability, through a USB CD burner (not included) (pag.16) 

 Harmonizer – Voice tune corrector – Voice Effect (pag.18) 

 Pictures import and display capability (pag.21) 

 Events insert capability, for each single song (pag.23) 

 4 chords enhanced display, with chords insertion capability (pag.28) 

 Reading from an external connected peripheral capability (e.g USB Pen/HD), with lyrics 

displaying (if lyrics events exists), and “Global Song Settings” adjustments, savable directly 

on the connected USB storage device, except Cd ROMs, of course (pag.29) 

 
 
Moreover, some functions improvements, and new ones are available, listed and described below : 
 
 

 EQ available also for recorded audio tracks in multi track recording mode, with audio takes 

copy&paste capabilities. 

 

New EDIT panel, available for track 17, to 24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This button reset to flat value, equalization parameter 

   

To set the frequency value of the related semi-parametric 

equalizer available for middle-low and middle-high frequencies. 

Usage of  this  function is analogue to the others equalization 

panels available in Matrix One   

To copy and paste recording 

segments (takes), on the same, 

or another, track 

   

Per attivare/disattivare 

l’equalizzatore 

   

Audio take length (part of a recording). Value is 
displayed when the Take is selected (red) 

 

Punch In recording point. Value is 

displayed when the Take is selected (red) 
 

 

Pulsante per attivare (rosso) o 

disattivare (grigio), l’intervento 

dell’equalizzatore 

   

To enable (red), or disable (gray)  

the equalizer  
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Other buttons of this panel, shore up the same consistent functions, compare the Matrix One basic 
software version, except for “SOURCE” switch, that allows to select not only “IN 1/2/3/4” recording 
sources, but also “SAMP” and “HARM”, permitting to record also samples or harmonizer audio 
sources. 
 

 EQ on single Samples (SAMPEQ). Applied an EQ to a sample, by exit from EQ panel, 

Matrix One will ask for saving, or not the applied sample EQ.  

Note: Due to the possible increment of samples usage, mainly due to "Sync Loop" function 

implementation, it‟s recommended to save presets samples, also if changes has been applied to a 

single sample, updating presets saving (Samples panel , "SAVE"  button) 

 

 Allocable events on external computer keyboard (ConsoleUtilityExtra 

Utilities”KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS”). With the help of this function is possible to select 

events (about events, take a look to “EVENTS” specific section, pag.23, of this document), and 

assign one or more to specific keys of a computer keyboard (not included), selected by 

Matrix One user. Button in the lower part of the panel, are about following options: 

 SHORTCUTS ACTIVE: To enable/disable the function. 

 ASSIGN... : To assign to a specific key of the keyboard, the required event. 

 CLEAR: To remove a previously saved assignment. 

 CLOSE: To exit from the panel. 

To assign to a specific keyboard key, select from the list of the available keys in the upper 

part of the panel, the key you want, and assign it by pressing  “ASSIGN…” button. 

 

 

  “DUCKING” effect, available for mics inputs 

This effect, available for each IN 1/2/3/4FX                      

By  this effect, in practice, you can obtain the effect        

used by radio speakers, that automatically lower music 

when an audio signal is sent to the microphone. To start up 

it, press relative button, that will change in red color to show the activity of the effect (gray 

disabled). States that  “DUCKING” SFX, even if it’s in the COMPRESSOR effect panel, is 

completely independent from it, thus there is no need to activate the compressor to enable the 

effect. 

 

 Stereo “PAN” parameter for audio tracks, in multi track, to diversify, further,  “Monitor / 

Phones Sends”  listening in. Operating on panpot, you can diversify Monitor/Phones 

outputs, in case, for example, connected to a speaker monitor 

DUCKING 
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 Visual lyrics “Precount”, which displays a progression line, to help a singer, showing when 

the first lyrics phase of a song is starting, of course if in the song, lyrics exists (active in “Full 

Lyrics” mode, and exclusively if  in Global Setup, “Karaoke Mode” parameter is enabled). 

 “Groups” panel enlargement. By pressing this little magnifying glass like button, alike in   

Browser panel, it’s possible to enlarge the panel dedicated to the loaded songs group. 

Note: Groups panel magnification, determine you will not see the browser panel, like the 

browser magnification, determines you will not see of the Groups panel 

 

 Soundfonts loading/unloading operation is immediate, and doesn’t require fast reboot. 

(BrowserSoundfonts Load/Unload button) 

 

 Four new foot switches commands are available:  

 “Tap Tempo”, to assign a drum loop bmp tempo. Press the footswitch 4 

times to set tempo. The fifth pedal “Tap”, will start automatically  the 

selected  loop, and exclusively if a MIDI song is not playing in Sync Loop. 

 

 “Start/Stop”, to break off  the current loop, and restart the last selected loop. 

 

 “Song Play” to be used only to start playing a song 

 

 “Song Stop” to be used only to stop a song playing 

 
 In “Full Lyrics”,  audio source levels visualisation control, to visually check audio sources 

view meters, when  “Full Lyrics” viewing is active. 

 

 In multi track recording mode (Track EditRecordSourceIN1/2/3/4, SAMP, HARM) 

samples and harmonizer recording capabilities, on one or more tracks. 

 

 A compressor effect, exclusively for MIDI reproduction, is available (MastEffectsMIDI 

Compressor). With the help of  “Active” button, enable or disable the effect, and  through 

the “Compression Threshold” parameter, you can set the amount of compression effect. 

 

 Master recording, independent analog inputs capability. (MastRecordModeMulti-

Track). If you choose this recording mode, IN 1/2/3/4 audio sources can be recorded 

separately, creating a multi track song. 

Note: Bring back into memory, if  “SYNCREC” start recording mode has been chosen, recording will  

start automatically when Matrix One will ”sense” that an audio signal from one of the audio sources 

become active. When you want to stop a recording, in “SYNCREC”  mode, you can  as usual  press 

Stop recording button, otherwise, if audio signal  will stop by itself, for example „cause the song is 

finished, recording  will stops automatically also.  
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 “Batch Rename”, in UtilityExtra Utilities. With the help of this advanced renaming 

function, you will able to replace one character, or a group of ones, of songs included in 

“ALL SONGS” list. By pressing “BATCH RENAME” button, Matrix One will visualize a box 

where you can type a set of characters, common in more songs (“STRING TO FIND”), after  

type, in “REPLACE WITH” line, characters you want to substitute. Typed the set of 

characters to be replaced, and the ones that will go to replace, press “START RENAME” 

button, to apply the “search and replace” renaming function. 

 

 SAVLOOP->SAVSAMPLE (only for audio) : Option for saving a sample, in CUE/CUT box, 

added. This matter is detail below, in Sync Loop section of this document. 

 

 MIDI fine tuning function available, through UtilityGlobal SetupMIDI Global Fine Tune 

parameter. Feasible value range  is +/- 100 (+/- half tone). 

 

 Take over, and Marker’s management. By typing the following string of characters in 

Console “EP84COM?FINDMARK” (don’t type apex), and after, pressing ENTER button, 

Matrix One will check all songs (individually  for each archive), searching and relieving 

markers events, if  existing into MIDI songs. Markers will be managed into MARKERS box, 

available by pressing MARKERS button, in the lower/right part of Matrix One main frame. 

When markers box is visualized, on the upper/left, some control buttons will be available, 

like “SKIP”, for “jumping” a part of a  song, or “LOOP”, for loop playing a segment of a song, 

etc. .  

To exit from markers box, already press Per MARKERS button , remembering that if any 

preexistent marker’s modification has been applied, Matrix One will ask, by a pop up box, to 

save or not applied adjustments. 

Note: The precision with which can be played portions of song, choosing markers “loop” 

function, depends on the accuracy with which markers were inserted. 

 

 In adjust box, for 17 to 24 audio tracks, “Accurate Scan” parameter is available. This 

function can be helpful for fix  sync accuracy in multi track recordings, working with Mp3 

VBR (variable bit rate), audio songs. If  sync inaccuracy  are experienced, activate this 

option. Note that if "Accurate Scan" parameter is active, preloading time will be slightly 

slowed down, whilst ensuring a right synchronism. It follows that, for songs that does not 

require this intervention (in practice all other audio files, included mp3 without variable 

bitrate (VBR), activation of this parameter will be unnecessary, allowing to preload audio 

songs, faster. 
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 Enabling  ConsoleUtilityGlobal SetupMark Played Songs parameter (Global Setup 

5/5 Page), is possible to mark played songs, which will be highlighted by underscore.  

Highlighting will be active until Matrix One will be shout off (or if  you disable “Mark Played 

Songs” parameter). 

 New panel to effects access, in Master section (MASTEFFECTS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Words notes insertion capability available: 

Activating  “Console”, and subsequently by pressing the little button on the extreme left of the 

keyboard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       A little menu will be showed, where: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

To select  the text line  previously 

typed in CONSOLE  text box 

To paste a previously copied text line,  

inside  CONSOLE text box  

To add in NOTEPAD, the text 

typed in CONSOLE  text box 

 

To copy the text line  previously typed 

in CONSOLE  text box 

To exit from CONSOLE MENU box 

 

To access NOTEPAD box 
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NOTE: “COPY” e “PASTE” functions, ca be useful not only using NOTEPAD, but also during operation 

related to lyrics insertion into a song, like copying a text line, and past it in another point of the lyrics 

Activating NOTEPAD box, by choosing “OPEN NOTEPAD” from CONSOLE MENU box, you 

access to full-screen box, divided into two parts, where higher one, is dedicated to display inserted 

notes, while the lower part refers to a keyboard similar to CONSOLE, but differs for some keys 

allocation, defined below :  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

After importing, through the pressure of   “IMPORT 

LYRICS” button, will be visualized a                   

where you can select the text to import into 

Notepad. 

The displayed content, is not other than what is 

included in  the Lyrics of the folder of the archive in 

which you are operating. After highlighting the text 

element to be imported in Notepad, of course, 

press SELECT to carry out the operation 

 

 
 

To save all typed or 

copied  text included 

in Notepad box,  in a 

text file, saved in 

Lyrics folder 

 

To import a text file from Lyrics folder 

To remove all lines text from Notepad 

box 

 

BOX 
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Details that differentiate the main screen of Matrix One software ver.2, compared to standard 
software version: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: SYNC LIST button and relative function, is no longer available   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Loaded Samples preset name, and 

loops color  (blue) , distinguished from  

“One Shot” samples (grey) 

 

Button to activate Markers box 

Magnifying option , for GROUPS panel 

"Lyrics View" viewing panel 

can be customized by 

inserting background images 

To enable/disable loops synchronism 

with MIDI songs, function To enable/disable  song’s events, 

if previously inserted with Matrix 

One, with the help of EVENTS 

function (topic explained in the 

events insertion specific section of 

this document, pg. 23) 

To enable/disable harmonizer effect. By 

pressing this button at least one second,  

you will access automatically to Harmonizer 

related effects and parameters 

Button to mute MIDI songs drum part  

(Ch10), useful function making use of 

Sync Loop function 
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Now, let’s take a look to the new main functions: 
 
 

Drum Loops automatically sync with MIDI songs 
 

 
First of all, we must clarify the meaning of "drum loops", which in musical terms, is a segment of 
recording, in this case percussive, properly created, so that it can be played in “repeated ring”, 
without rhythmic unpleasant surges, to obtain a proper rhythmic fluid continuity. The rhythmic 
loops, to be used, can be selected by choosing them from Matrix One’s “SamplesLoops”  folder, 
which contains, some drum loops samples, by factory (if after bought,  were not erased by Matrix 
user), however, an almost infinite number of rhythmic loops, suitable for various types of music,  
are available on the internet, and can be purchased or, often for free, downloaded. Rhythmic loops 

can also be extracted from audio songs, recording a piece of music, even briefly, 1/2 or more 

measures (maximum 8 measures), properly “cut” with a sound editor, or directly with Matrix One , 

using the Cue/Cut box, and saved as a loop.. 

Matrix One "reads" the loop, in all its length, and then repeat it, in “mode ring”. For this reason, it’s 

very important, to work well with drum loop, the accuracy in cutting the sample, for creating a good, 

playable drum loop. The Matrix One ability, consists to automatically adjust the speed of the loop to 

a rhythmic of a MIDI song.  

This can be done also using computer software, and/or specific equipment, often not easy to use, 

and in any case not suited to live performances, moreover MIDI/Audio sequencers, needs most 

often make use of markers, or to create more points of time reference, to allow a reliable continuity 

in sync. It follows that this function, requires the use of specific qualified personnel.  

Matrix One, on the contrary, allows to implement sync automatically, in very simple way, and you 

can enjoy the enormous enrichment resulting using drum loop rhythmic, easy to turn on/off , easy 

to start time (there no need to start a loop at the correct time), without troubles, in real time, 

allowing to customize a unique execution of MIDI tracks.  

Alternately to the enjoyable Sync Loop live use, it’s possible, with the help of "Events" insertion, 

another important feature available in version 2 software Matrix One, detailed in another section of 

this document as already mentioned above, automate the playback of audio loops in sync with 

MIDI files, so you can perform during your performances, midi files and rhythmic loops in sync, just 

playing the song.  

However, it’s good thing to stress that the use in real time, while you are performing, allows also a 

greater level of creativity, since you can easily change, or stop the audio loop, and turn off/on 

rhythm of  MIDI channel 10, with great readiness, safety in the result, with the possibility, if you 

wish, to make the execution of the same MIDI song, every time different. This is original for 

listeners and extremely rewarding, and why not, entertaining, for Matrix One user. 

 
Enabling Sync Loop function, it’s very easy: 
 

Activate, through the pressure of the button SYNC LOOP (fig.1), which, when activated, will 

indicate the state of activity of the function (fig.2). Of course it is necessary to be loaded, by normal 

procedure described in manuals matrix one, one or more rhythmic loops in the box reserved for the 

samples, in the top left of the main screen of Matrix One, that in software ver.2 are marked by 

filling of blue, unlike Samples, so-called "one shot" (all the other samples except loops), whose 

background color, remains gray, while are playing. (fig.3). 
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Now, during the performance of a MIDI song, press the key that corresponds to the loop you want 

to play, and the sample will enter in execution, with a metronomic approximation of one measure 

(fig.4). This means that you can press the button, corresponding to the loop that you want  play, at 

any time,  at any time prior to the measure in which you want to start the loop, without worrying 

about the time when you press the button corresponding to the loop. Matrix One, automatically will 

start the drum loop, in sync with the playing MIDI song, in the measure subsequent the pressure of 

the drum loop button you’ve selected. 

A graphic example on the activation of a drum loop in sync with a playing MIDI: 
 

                                                                  

                                                                        

    Fig.1 Disabled synchronous activation button              Fig.2  Enabled synchronous activation button  

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3  Loops panel example, containing 8 inactive Drum Loop, blue colored, and 1 sample, marked by gray 

 
 
 
 

                                           

 

           
 
Fig.4  After pressing the button corresponding to the loop you want, this will be colored in green, 

and the loop will start automatically in sync with the MIDI song that’s playing, in the measure 

subsequent  the pressure of the button. 
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Close to the SYNC LOOPS button, sync loops, there is "MUTE CH10 “ button. The function allows 
to mute the drum part, on MIDI channel 10, of the MIDI song you are playing, giving you the further 
power to shape the dynamic of the rhythm, closing or opening the MIDI drum part, in any time you 
want. 
 
 
The settings in which “MUTE CH 10” button can be, are: 
 
 
 
 

“SYNC LOOP” is disabled, and so, “MUTE CH10” is not available 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“SYNC LOOP” is enabled, and “MUTE CH10” is available, but not enabled, 
so both drum loop and MIDI drum, are playing . 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“SYNC LOOP” is enabled, and “MUTE CH10” function is active, therefore the 
rhythm section is supported solely by the selected drum loop. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“SYNC LOOP” is disable, as well as "MUTE CH10" function, despite the 

prominence of the red button, but in reality, channel 10 of the MIDI file is 

active, then the MIDI drum part is enabled. 

In this condition, activating SYNC LOOP, the MIDI drum will be always be 

active, until, by activating Sync Loop and started an available audio drum 

loop in the Samples panel, the MIDI drum will automatically silenced. 

In this way, only wanting to take advantage of drum loops, with the MIDI drum silenced, mute 

channel 10 operation, will be automated. 
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Drum Loops level, can be controlled by the samples global volume, through  the 

hardware slider, nevertheless, inside “SAMPLE EDIT” panel, which is accessed 

through the button located at the bottom left of the main screen of Matrix One                    

             , together with the other sound sources as in the software standard 

version, are available adjustments for each single sample, the “Volume”, 

parameter,  the sample frequency rate (“Rate”), and the stereo panpot setting ("Balance"). 

All parameters are that individual for each sample (or sample loop), and are saved automatically, 

except for EQ adjustments, where Matrix One will ask for saving or not. 

 

Note: All these parameter are saved also inside the sample preset, so it‟s a good thing, from time 

to time, to save the entire preset, updating it, to prevent adjustments losing. For example, if you 

apply changes like volume or EQ parameters, to one or more samples in the loaded preset, 

adjustments will be saved, but if you recall another sample preset, without saving the preset in use, 

you will lose your last savings. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In software ver2, compared to the standard one,              button is available, very useful to apply 

and save, single sample equalization. Pushing this button, the sample’s EQ panel will be showed: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EQ sample settings are similar to the EQ 

available for other elements in the matrix one 

(e.g. IN 1 /2/3/4), if not for the presence of the                     .           . Of course, if button is red, EQ 

is active, on the contrary if gray, EQ will be disabled. Pressing EXIT, as already above mentioned, 

Matrix One will ask for saving the sample personalization EQ. 

All those samples parameters, if properly fixed, will enjoy the drum samples sync to MIDI songs 

without having to adjust the physical SAMP slider, in the Matrix One panel. 

 

EQ 

ACTIVE button 

SAMP 
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Some notes to obtain a good performance, using  SYNC LOOP function: 
 
 
 For a correct functioning, the Drum loop and the song must have the same Metronome 

division (4 / 4 with 4 / 4, 3 / 4 3 / 4 etc..). Also sample loop should be composed of a 

number of bars equal to the power of 2 (e.g.2, 4, 8, 16, etc..). The maximum number of 

metronome beats must not be higher than 8 

 

 Drum samples may be originally designed for different speeds. By activating the "SYNC 

LOOP", Matrix One automatically adapt the loop tempo to the MIDI song one; however, it‟s 

possible to notice, looking for MIDI songs, with a slow tempo, time matching with loops 

originally conceived at a time much faster, doubling time in the loop performance; This will 

mean that the selected drum loop, is not suitable to be synchronized with the selected MIDI 

song. In this case, it‟s better to choose for another sample, characterized by a tempo 

created with not so different compared to MIDI song tempo  you want to put in sync. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Using the function related to                button, to assign the same tempo of the playing MIDI 

song (green one), to the preselected one (red one), with + / - 20 BPM deviation, and  

with a drum loop already playing in sync, you can perform the preselect song, while running 

the drum loop. In practice, pressing play to start the preselected song, even with the effect 

of fading (XFade) activated or deactivated, the drum loop will continue to play at time, 

creating a pleasant effect of rhythm continuity during the MIDI songs succession. 

About “ XFade”, keep in mind that while a crossfade between 2 songs is in act, the 

selection of a song is inhibited. Therefore, before selecting a third song, wait until the 

crossfade is over. 

 

 Matrix One Drum Loop function, must be supported by properly programmed MIDI files, 

regarding tempo information data. In the presence of MIDI files with incorrect time 

information, or where the notes are not located at tempo, the Loop Sync feature, will not be 

able to function properly. 

 

 Loop Sync function, will sync any rhythmic loop to MIDI files, of course, provided that, as 

mentioned above, drum loop has been successfully created. Otherwise you must edit it with 

computer programs, like waves editor. Nevertheless, this editing is possible also with the 

help of Matrix One itself, by importing the audio sample as an audio song, to modify it in 

“Cue/Cut” box. Editing could useful to fix a drum loop not made properly, but remember that 

the audio sample must contain all necessary audio data to create a well playable sample. 

 

 

 

SYNC 
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 By these buttons , available in the lower part of Samples panel, together with “STOP” 

button (of course, to interrupt a sample playing), allows 

you to scroll through the Samples presets, so you can 

recall saved samples presets sliding one by one, without 

having to go to select them in BrowserSamplesPresets folder. By the way, remember that 

the sliding of the arrows, always load presets going to load them in the samples presets 

folder, of Matrix One main archive (“MATRIXONE” archive).  

 

 

An example to create a loop, inside Matrix One: 

 

As mentioned above, import the audio as a normal song, then select the song and press CUE / 

CUT. 

To quickly locate the point where you want to 

intervene, remember that when operating in 

Cue/Cut box, cursor keys “▲” and “▼”, can be 

useful used as “Zoom In” or “Zoom Out”, to 

increase or decrease the waveform portion view 

where you want to make a change, while cursor 

keys “◄” and “►”, can be used for moving 

inside the waveform graphic, anyhow, the same 

operation can be done by using the 

PAGE/VALUE knob. Localized to the point 

where you want to apply the editing, then mark                 , and               point, by pressing relative 

buttons. 

The waveform segment marked between START and END will be clear green colorful, in 

comparison to the rest of the waveform. While this editing is in act, may be useful to activate the 

"Loop1" (button "Link Modes", below, on the far right of Matrix One main screen), to continually 

repeat the audio segment that you're creating, so check if you experience sudden rhythmic 

changes, and that the drum loop that you are going to create, has rhythmic fluidity. 

Push play button to listen if editing is correct. If not, apply the proper adjustment, then, when 

everything is ok, by “SAVSAMP” button,  you can save as a sample, the edited audio portion you 

have just created. 

 

 

 

 

END START 
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Accordingly the pressure of “SAVSAMP” button, Matrix One will splash a box, where you can 

choose the destination of the sample you’ve just created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this case, select “LOOPS” element, and push SELECT button to save the loop in the proper 

folder. After, you will go in BrowserSamplesLoops, where you’ll find your new drum loop, 

ready to be loaded in SAMPLES panel. Of course, press CANCEL button, to annul the operation. 

 

 

Notes 

 Following the pressure of SELECT or CANCEL keys, Matrix One display again 

"Cue/Cut", and exiting from this box, and by pressing the EXIT button, will ask to save or 

not, the editing  just performed (however executed in non-destructive mode). In this 

case, saving relates to audio song from which the drum loop is obtained, which has 

already been saved as a loop, so it‟s likely that in this case is correct, to press NO. 

 

 If the operation was performed to edit a sample (e.g. drum loop), after saving the 

sample, you can delete from the ALL SONGS list (if, for you, it‟s good for nothing) 

 

 In Matrix One Browser SamplesLOOPS, if “SYNC LOOP” function is active, 

“LISTEN”, button, usually used for pre-listening a sample, will change in “PLAY”, 

allowing you, for example, to associate a drum loop to a MIDI song while its ‟playing, 

without, necessarily, having to load in the SAMPLE box.  
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Cd audio mastering, with a USB Cd burner 

 
With this function you can create audio CDs directly from Matrix One. For this operation, you’ll 
need to connect a USB audio CD burner (not included). 
Remember to plug in one of the USB ports the CD burner, before power on Matrix One, if not, the 
USB CD burner will not be recognized by Matrix One. Audio Cd will be created choosing audio 
songs, in Wav or Mp3 format.  
To create an audio Cd, go to ConsoleUtility and push “Export Files” button and choose  
                       
 
 
 
After, Matrix One will ask to select the Cd 
burner recognized. Of course, press  
“SELECT” to the Cd burner device . 
 

 
 

 
 

Note: the initial brand of the connected cd burner, is 

different for each type of device, so not consider the 

symbol displayed in the example image, here to the left. 

 
 

 
On the next screen, select the audio files you want included in the audio CD, using the usual 
buttons, which are common to other functions in the Matrix One (Sell.All, Des.All etc.) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

To change the order of 

succession of the songs 

Audio CD estimated time of 

duration, which should not 

exceed, based on the 

characteristics of the CDr 

support. 

To start audio cd burning 

CDROM 
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To modify the song’s order, select a song, press “MOVE TRACK” button, that will be red coloured,  

then move the song in the requested position, with the help of “▲” and “▼” cursors keys. When 

finished, exit by “MOVE TRACK” mode, by pressing again the button.                                            

To begin CD writing, press "WRITE CD"  button.  Burning operation will be completed when the 

buttons at the bottom of the screen, will become active, and the CD will be ejected from the burner. 

Writing time, depends on how much songs are included in the list and also to the CDr features. 

When writing is finished, you can press EXIT button. 

 
Notes :  
 

 If you want to record a MIDI song, render it as an audio song, recording the song with the 

help of “Master Record” function. 

 

 TOTAL TIME pointer, shows the time on the audio CD you are creating. It‟s highly 

recommended to not exceed based on the CDr support features (normally max. 60/70/80 

min.). If you try to write an audio CD over the permitted capacity, a message will advise that 

the audio cd can‟t be created. 

 

 The volume of the derived audio CD, depends on the characteristics of the recording made 

previously (audio songs). To obtain an adequate volume in audio CD creation, it‟s 

suggested, when you make a recording, to adjust properly the volumes corresponding to 

the slider of the sources involved in the recording, ensuring that the indicators are not too 

low, or too high, as in the following example image: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The view meter light shows the level 
of the audio signal is managed 
correctly, and the segments more 

clearly, illuminate sometimes, only 
during the higher peak levels 

The view meter light shows the level of the 

audio signal is too low. This will cause the 

playback of any audio CD creation, with a low 

sound level 

The view meter light shows the level of 

the audio signal is too high.               

This can cause unpleasant distortion in 

the recording, and therefore in the 

reproduction of audio CD created 
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Harmonizer - Easy Tune - Voice Effect 

 

This function incorporates three different modes of use, available one by one:  

 

 “HARMONIZER”  
 “EASY TUNE” 
 “VOICE EFFECT” 

 
 

 “HARMONIZER” mode 

 

Tree voices harmonizer, with formant adjusting capability. Modifying “CHOIR FORMANT” 

parameter, by turning left the slider, you will obtain deeper sonority (MALE), while if you turn right 

the slider, voices will be inclined to high-pitched (FEMALE). Harmonizer, for a proper working, 

needs an harmonic guide, obtained by a MIDI track, or by a connected MIDI keyboard, and a 

source input. About input, a significant feature consists in the availability to select the input source, 

choosing it from analog inputs IN 1/2/3/4, but also from audio tracks 1724, if, eventually, 

recorded in multi track recording mode.  

 

To active the harmonizer, push  “HARM” button, wich will become red colored, to show that it’s 

active 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Harmonizer effect is disabled                     Harmonizer effect is enabled 

 

 

 

If you hold at least one second  “HARM” button, Matrix One, quickly, will show the harmonizer 

parameter box, reachable also following  

 

 

 

           

Nevertheless, the shortcut suggested above, could be 

useful if you want to quickly adjust the harmonizer level. 

Like all harmonizers, it is possible to drive the 

harmonization by a connected MIDI keyboard, or directly 

from a track of a MIDI song, better if the track is expressly  

for this type of use, like some MIDI files producers do, 

where harmonizer track can be found on channel 5, or 1, or 16). Nevertheless, with Matrix One you 

can activate harmonizer song by song, choosing the harmony track you want, also if the track isn’t 

expressly created for harmonizer use. To do this, go to Global Song SettingsAdjust select the 

track that has to send harmonic you want , press EDIT button and “TO_HARM” button. 

 

MastEffectsHarmonizer / Voice Effect 
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Otherwise, in ConsoleUtilityGlobal Setup, 5/5 page,                                            parameter, is 

available.  

With this parameter is possible to 

enable, for all MIDI song, one 

common channel.  

To select the channel you want, 

highlight the parameter, and turn the 

PAGE/VALUE knob, choosing from 

among the 16 MIDI channels 

available, that required. 

Of course, by pressing “CANCEL” button, selection will be aborted, otherwise “SAVE&EXIT” to 

save you setting.  

 

 

 

Returning to HARMONIZER EFFECT box:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To select the harmonizer effect mode 

To select the input source for 

the harmonizer effect  

To adjust the synthetic voices 

character  (formant) 

Slider to adjust 

harmonizer effect  

This virtual knob, allows to quickly 

access to the guide midi track box  if  

“TO_HARM” is active in this track, 

otherwise in the KeybLayer box, 

even if  “TO_HARM” parameter is 

active ( red) By pressing “SOLO”, you will hear 

only the harmonizer effect. This 

option is available only for the 3 

voices harmonizer 

To exit from 

this box 

Default Harm. Channel 

CHANNEL  
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EASY TUNE mode 

 

This mode can be interpreted as a voice tune corrector, or, alternatingly,  as a voice effect, with the 

opportunity to accentuate the effect by “ATTACK TIME” parameter, that increases or decreases 

the time tonal correction. Minor is the attack time (es.001), more can be heard the effect             

Easy Tune mode 

This tuning effect, is further provided with tree operational modes, defined by the “MELODY 

TRACK” parameter: 

 

 

 

 CHROMATIC: Fix intonation in chromatic mode. In practice, this means that if a note is a 

little bit out of tune, waning  or rising, Easy Tune will tune it, within an half tone, according 

to the 12 semitones chromatic scale. 

 SONG: Melody  guide is taken from channel 4 track, channel usually assigned to the 

melody. The performance by the singer, in this mode, however, must be particularly 

rigorous in compliance with the most accuracy possible, notes ranges. 

 KEYB: Similar to SONG mode, but in this case, input melody notes has been sent, in real 

time, by a MIDI keyboard connected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mode selector  

To secect the source input 

Attack time, related to the 

intervention  tune correction 

effect 

To select one of the 3 available  operation modes 

in EASY TUNE effect (Chromatic/Song/Keyb) 
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VOICE EFFECT mode 

 

The effect, simply provide 2 fixed voice effect, that can be used as joke, or what you want: 

 

 MALE: Very low pitch effect 

 FEMALE: Very high pitch effect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 

 

Displaying pictures 
 

With the help of this function, you can import pictures in jpg or bmp format, in Matrix One, that can 

be used as permanent wallpaper "VIEW LYRICS" box, or displayed as slide show, by user defined 

variable interval , choosing from 5/10/30/60 seconds.  

The picture will be displayed in the Lyrics View box that, in TV or Monitor connected to the Matrix 

One, with the exception of the Page View mode (12 text lines), where on purpose, pictures will not 

be displayed. 

Importing pictures is similar to other Matrix One import procedure. 

ConsoleUtilityImport Files Select the device where there are items to be imported, in this 

case picturesSelect  ”IMAGES” folder (the last in the importable elements list)Localize and  

select pictures to import, and press “IMPORT FILES” button. 

Is possible, and useful, to preview pictures, before to import, selecting an pictures and pressing 

Play button, as for playing a song. Previewing pictures, images resolution can be showed not 

correctly, but don’t worry about this, because after pictures has been imported, will displayed in the 

appropriate ratio. About images formats, the right ratio resolution for a proper display in Lyrics view 

box, is 16/9, which is equivalent to a 10x18 ratio (eg. 640x350). On the contrary, it will be normal to 

see at right and left of the box, 2 bands of the color of the background set loaded, as often 

happens if you want to obtain a proper ratio viewing in 16/9 TVs display, but with video signal is in 

standard broadcast 4/3 ratio. 

 

To select MALE or FEMALE effect 
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Later imports in Matrix One, entering into                     folder by browser list, will be shown the 

imported pictures list. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: 

 Importing pictures, Matrix One will change the images format, to optimize the displayed 

quality. Optimization isn‟t related to the image ratio characteristics. 

 

 It‟s possible that displayed lyrics clarity, will be influenced by the chromatic characteristics 

of the loaded lyrics color scheme (ConsoleUtilityGlobal Setuppag.a 4/5 “LYRICS 

COLOR SCHEME”). It follows that, for example, if you select a lyrics color scheme, where 

clear colors are emphasized, and loaded background picture is marked by light tones, it‟s 

possible that the text could be hardly intelligible. To solve this trouble, Events insert 

function, may prove providential, to assign a specific Lyrics Color Scheme, suitable with the 

picture chromatic characteristic you want to use. 

 

 

 

IMAGE

S 

“NO IMAGE” element, to select 

if you want to view no one 

image. Select and press 

“LOAD IMAGE” 

To activate and consequently 

select the timing of slide show 

(5/10/30/60 seconds). Images that 

will be viewed, are loaded from 

“IMAGES” folder. 

To select the selected element (an 

image or no image) 
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Inserimento di eventi in una song, MIDI od Audio 

This feature allows you to enter commands (Events), during a song playing. The purpose of this 

feature, is to allow to automate certain tasks, so the songs can be further customized. It states that 

events insertion, is single for each song. 

Event type available are: 
 
 

 LOAD IMAGE...: To insert or removing a picture, anywhere in a song. 

 LYRICS COLORS SCHEME...: To load a “Lyrics Color Scheme” preset (background / 

character/ highlighting color combination) . 

 SYNC LOOP ON: To active function. 

 SYNC LOOP OFF: To disable Sync Loop function. 

 SAMPLE PRESET... : To select the sample preset Per selezionare il preset di samples, 

from which to choose the sample to execute (trigger sample). 

 TRIGGER SAMPLE... To select the sample to execute. 

 STOP SAMPLE: To break off playing of a sample. 

 MUTE CH10 ON: To silence MIDI channel 10 (percussive part). 

 MUTE CH10 OFF: To countermand “Mute CH 10 ON” event command. 

 HARM ON: To active harmonizer related effects (active HARM button, on Matrix One 

main screen) 

 HARM OFF: To disable harmonizer related effects (inactive HARM button, on Matrix One 

main screen) 

 HARMONIZER: To select Harmonizer effect mode 

 EASYTUNE To select Easy Tune effect mode 

 VOICE EFFECT: To select Voice Effect effect mode  

 HARM LEVEL... : To set the volume of the harmonizer related effects (Harmonizer/ Easy 

Tune/ Voice Effect) 

 HARM SOURCE... :To select the source guide, for harmonizer related effects 

 INPUT SCENE... : To load a previously saved Input Scene preset 

 MIDI OUT ->PROGRAM CHANGE : To send, via the Matrix One MIDI out port, a 

program change MIDI message to a possible connected MIDI device 

 MIDI OUT ->CONTROL CHANGE: To send, via the Matrix One MIDI out port, a 

control change MIDI message to a possible connected MIDI device 
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 SONG ->PROGRAM CHANGE: To insert program changes to send to the internal 

sound generator. This feature can be useful if you want to add or edit program changes in a 

tracks where there are more than one program change, also pointed out that into a 

"Standard MIDI File" programmed in correct mode, should not include more program 

changes in the same track. After Event insertion, Matrix One, first proposes a box where 

you can select the MIDI channel corresponding to the track you want to change (SELECT 

MIDI CHANNEL), and subsequently, after assigned the MIDI channel, by Select button, by 

an the additional box “SELECT MIDI PROGRAM”, you will able to select the program 

change number corresponding to the desired sound. Sound list, corresponds to the sound 

bank (Soundfont), in use. 

To insert Events into a song, Midi or audio, before select the song, play and stop the song, to be 

sure the song is really selected (green), and not only preselected (red), then enter in 

ConsoleLyrics Editor, where, comparing to software standard version, the screen shows some 

differences: 

 

 

 
 

After pressed                       button, relative box will show other buttons, related Events 

management functions, where you can insert, delete or modify the single event position. 

Button to enter in 

Events management 

mode 

Button to enter in Chords management 

mode, explained in another section of 

this document 

Symbols chords insert box 

EVENTS 

Song’s scroll bar, useful for locating the point 

where you can enter an event 
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An event insertion, can be applied to the song in stop, or while it is playing.  
In the first case, it will be convenient to use the scroll bar at the bottom of the screen. 
Localized the insertion point, pressing “INSERT EVENT” button, will be show a box where you can 
select the type of event you want: 
 

 

 
 
 
Select the event type you want, by pressing                      button. If the event requires further 

selections, as in the case of the 2 following examples, a further next box, will ask to choose the 

item you want to enter: 

 
 
 
 
Eg.: 
 
 
 
 
 

To insert an event 

To delete selected event 

To move an event. Operation is similar to the one related to the 

displacement of a song within a group, with the only difference 

that cursor keys to modify the position of the event are : 

 Cursor key  “◄ “ (anticipates) 

 Cursor key  “►”  (postpone) 

SELECT 

If selection is related to a sample  loading 
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Eg.: 

. 

 
 
 

 

Note that, if you load the element                           , 

If before was inserted an image event, inserting this 

kind of event (no image), after, the result will be the 

cancellation of the previous image event insertion. 

This can be useful if you want to insert, in a specific 

point of a song, an image, and then, after a certain 

time, disappear it. 

 
As already told, preview for pictures or samples, is 

available, by pressing Play hardware button. 

Also note, that if an event, by pressing the “INSERT EVENT” button, is inserted during song play, 

Matrix One will insert a blank event, to which, then, you will assign the desired event, by selecting 

the blank event, and pressing ENTER button of the Virtual Console keyboard. 

When inserted one or more events, view event box will show inserted events, to allow, in case, to 

quick select and modify the event type, or move forward or postpone by time an event, with the 

help of cursor keys  “ ◄ “(anticipates), and  “ ► “(postpone). 

 
To assign a value to an event previous assigned, or modify its content, select it, then press 

“ENTER”  button. Therefore, will be proposed the event selection dialog, according the selected 

event type (as in the e.g. in the previous page) 

In the below image, fo example 3 events has been inserted, the first, marked  as ”1.”, yet to be 

assigned, the second one, “2.”, which corresponds to an image insertion event, and the third  “3.” 

(NO IMAGE), that during the song performance, will command the vanishing of the image 

previously 

displayed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NO IMAGE 

Temporal positioning of the selected event, that canbe modifyed 

with the help of cursor keys ◄ (Sx) , and  ►(Dx). Time value in 

lyrics editor mode, are shown formatted  in Min: Sec: tenth Sec. 

If selection is related to a picture loading  
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When one or more events were inserted, exiting the box through the EXIT button or simply 
pressing the hardware blue button, to the bottom right, “CONSOLE”, Matrix One will ask whether or 
not to save your editings. Of course, NO to cancel, YES to save the changes. 
 
Returning in the main panel of Matrix One, note that “PLAY EVENTS” button is available, which will 

allow, “on the fly”, to decide whether inserte events would be executed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:  
 

 If the selected song contains text lines (lyrics), they will be displayed in gray colour and not 
editable (to change the text lines to enter the mode Lyrics).  
 

 If in the song, no lyrics events are present, by accessing in Lyrics Editor, Matrix Editor will 
ask if you want to load a text, by the message:  
 

 
By choosing “YES”, Matrix One will propose the contents of Lyrics the archive folder where 
you are operating, to select a text file to combine with the song, while pressing “NO”, you 
will access directly to the Lyrics editor box. 
 

 

 An event is added one-tenth of a second before the current row, with the exclusion of the 
first event, that automatically will inserted in 00:00:00 song position 
 

 In this software version, pressing buttons: 
 

 “DELETE PHRASE” if in LYRICS mode 

 “DELETE EVENT”    if in EVENTS mode 

 “DELETE CHORD”  if in CHORDS mode 
 

Matrix One will ask, by message, if you want to delete only the selected line or all lines, also 
related to events or chords. CANCEL button to annul the operation. 

ALL EVENTS WILL BE EXECUTED 

 
ALL EVENTS WILL NOT BE EXECUTED 
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Inserimento accordi in song con visualizzazione 4 accordi 

 

In this SW version, chords viewing, radically changes. As in the image below, chords are visualized 

in group of four chords at the time, and during lyrics flowing, when a chord changes, the new one 

will not be substituted by the sequent one, but 4 chords showing, will remain unchanged, while 

highlighting (red), will be applied to the current chord. 

With this new visualisation mode, reading will be more readily intelligibile. 

 
About chord insertion, in MIDI or audio songs, where chords are not present, or modifying already 

existings chords, press Console Lyrics Editor e impostare la modalità “CHORDS”, where: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chprds insertion proceedings, is similar to lyrics insertion , remembering that first chord will be 

automatically placed in “00:00:00” position 

. 

Is possible to insert any alphameric or 

symbol available in the virtual keyboard 

Console, nevertheless, on the right, a 

keypad with conventional musical acronyms 

is available. For musical notes insertion, are 

available classic Italian notes (Do/Rei/Mi…, 

Sx img.), and in international symbols  

(C/D/E …, Dx img.).  

 

 

To select classic notes or international notes symbols, press the button at the bottom of “CHORDS 

EDIT” keypad. 

 

 

To reset one or all chords 

lines, in this case, from the 

start of the song, or from  the 

selected chord, up to end. 

To delete a chord 

To add a chord 

To import a text file, Per importare il 

contenuto di un file di testo (txt), 

presumably containing a list of 

chords.. Consequently the pressure 

of this button, Matrix One will ask to 

choose a text, loading it from the 

LYRICS folder of the archive in use 
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Reading from external USB device connected 

 

This utility permits to play songs from an external device connected via USB, take advantage of 

features such as lyrics viewing, if any, and to save song customizations applied in Song Global 

Settings box. Up to now only possible if the song were imported in Matrix One. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Afterwards, select USB connected peripheral, and access to it, with the help of cirsor key Dx “ ► “.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With cursor key “ ► “, access to a folder, to see, and in case 

playing,  songs available in the peripheral folder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USB peripheral connected, 

showed in Matrix One 

archive list. In this case, 

e.g., a 2Giga Pen Drive 

Last selected archive, before 

selecting to USB peripheral content 

Other available archives 

(available on this Matrix 

One) 

Visualisation  example of  the 

contents of the connected peripheral, 

after accessing it 

Visualisation  example of  the 

selected USB peripheral folder 

contents. Songs are showed and 

available for playing 
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Note: 

 External USB device files management, concerns Songs and in case, lyrics viewing. 

 Groups cannot been created on an external connected device, nevertheless, if “ADD TO 
GRP” button is pressed, automatically the song will be copied in the last selected archive of 
Matrix One. After, pressing the SAVEGRP button in the GROUPS box, you can assign a 
name and save the group, which will be created and available in the last access archive of 
Matrix One. Of course, if in the USB peripherial connected to Matrix One, songs are 
organized in folders, this will effectively replace, albeit partially, to the impossibility of 
groups directly saving on the USB device. 

 As already above, saving single songs customizations on the USB peripherial, “.prm” files, 
that include user songs adjustments, will be saved directly on the USB device, together in 
the same folder where songs were loaded. Of course, savings are not possible on 
connected Cd/DVD USB devices. 

 It‟s important to clarify that, about the USB device connected to Matrix One, read/write 

performances are conditioned by the specific characteristics of the USB device connected. 
 

 
 

General Notes on Using Matrix One with software version 2 

 

 Version 2 can be installed on every Matrix One, nevertheless, in case of massive and 

intensive usage of samples, 1G of ram is suggested ,  or in any case, to  dispose 180/200 

Mb available (ConsoleRam) 

 
 Se si dovessero sperimentare anomalie di utilizzo (durante la selezione di file 

particolarmente gravosi come song midi con più tracce audio in sincrono) come 
microinterruzioni nella riproduzione, tuttavia udibili ad orecchio, disabilitare l’opzione 
presente in global Setup SONG AUTO SELECT, oppure disabilitarla momentaneamente 
mediante la pressione del tasto LOCK LIST presente nella schermata principale di Matrix 
One, e successivamente selezionare manualmente la song mediante il tasto Select 
(disponibile anche hardware, sotto i tasti cursore). Inoltre verificare la disponibilità di ram 
sia almeno di 180/200Mb (Console, in basso RAM:xxxx Mb).  

 
 It’s highly recommended not to create, by renaming files function, songs with the same title, 

in the same archive 
 

 It’s recommended  not to execute files deletion while a song is playing, because song will 
be automatically stopped 

 
 With this software,version, if you import a song, in an archive where a song with the same 

title already exists, a message will advise that the song is already there, offering the 
following opportunities: 

 

 YES :  Overwrite the song with this new one that you are importing 

 YES TO ALL: To apply the override to all song, if you are importing more songs at 
the same time 

 NO: To cancel the overwrite of the interested single song 

 NO TO ALL: To prevent the overwriting of the songs whose title is already in use in 

the same archive 

 CANCEL: To cancel the entire import operation in progress 
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VVeerr..  22..0011  SSOOFFTTWWAARREE  UUPPDDAATTEE  

List of implementations and adjustment added with 2.01 update 

 

1) In DELETE FILES, by pressing  DX cursor button, now is possible to display, and in case 
select, the displayed group’s songs list. This, for quickly  song/s delete, definitive on Matrix 
One, included inside a group, avoid searching operation in  “ALL SONGS” list.   

 

2) In  “Global Song Settings”, “LISTEN” button added , to execute a preview of the pre-selected 
song (red). Pre-listening is addressed “Monitor & Phones” sends, so, in  “MASTER - 
MONITOR/PHONES SENDS” , “MON=LR” button should be disabled (white). Therefore, by 
pressing “LISTEN” button, pre-selected song listening will be available, ad example, on a 
connected headphone, while on Master Outputs, the selected song (green), go on playing. 
 

3) In ConsoleUtilityExtra Utilities, “ORGANIZE IMAGES” button is available. With this 
function is possible to organize pictures management, creating folders inside the IMAGES 
folder. In this screen, similar to the contents to other Matrix One boxes, are available also: 
 

 NEW FOLDER to create a new folder inside IMAGE. 

 DELETE IMAGE/FOLDER to select and delete, one or more songs, or delete an entire folder, 

previously created. In this last case, remember that all the picture inside the selected folder, 

will be also deleted. 

 COPY/MOVE IMAGES to copy or move one or more pictures, from a folder to another one. 

When this button is pressed,, Matrix One will propose all the destination folders available (if 

previously created). 

 

4) In  TALK mode, harmonizer effect is now disabled. 
 

5) All Songs and Group magnifying buttons, moved, on Dx upper part of the related boxes. 
 

6)  “SOLO” harmonizer function, when in HARM mode, is no longer disabled, exiting from the 
harmonizer box. This permits, if you want, to listen only harmonizer effect,  keeping muted the 
connected source audio signal (IN 1/2/3/4) 
 

7) Prevented third song pre-loading, while a crossfade between two other songs is in act 
(XFade). 
 

8) Two new foot switches are now available, related to: 
 

 “CHANGE SAMPLE PRESET”, to quickly slide Loop presets 

 “IN. 1/2/3/4 DUCKING TOGGLE”, to activate Ducking effect on the selected input 
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9) New useful Events available, related to: 
 

 PERFORMANCE, to load a Performance preset, previously created. This function could be 

useful, e.g., to automatically recall a specific sound on a connected MIDI keyboard 

 GAIN, to apply automatic volume range variations, during a single song 

 

 TEMPO, to apply tempos range variations, during a single song  

 

10) In ConsoleUtilityExtra Utilities, “NORMALIZE AUDIO FILES “ new button is available. This 
function permits to maximize the audio signal (volume) to one or more audio songs. It could be 
useful, e.g., creating an audio Cd, to obtain a best volume balance between the songs. It is 
recalled that the maximizing  process,  not include a signal peaks leveling . It follows that, if in 
an audio song, with low volume, high signal peaks are present (due to the intrinsic 
characteristics of the song or caused by defects in the file), the drafting process, analyzing the 
audio source, will consider  these signal peaks, which may limit the involvement of 
maximization. 
The panel proposes song’s list, and selecting option. “NORMALIZE FILES” button, to proceed 

with the elaboration. As in other similar Matrix One’s  panels, by pressing PLAY button, you 

can listen to the selected song. 

During processing, only the CANCEL button is available,  to cancel the procedure in place, 

which will end when the buttons previously shown (Sell.All / Des.All / Sel FromTo etc..), will be 

again displayed. Finished processing, the duration of which depends on the number of files 

and the length of s selected song/s, Matrix One will create new files, with the same name of 

the song source, but will the suffix “NORM” added. 

 

11) Improved  marker’s  management, with the possibility to display and adjust, in "CUE/CUT” 
panel,  Start and End points of a specific marker. 
 

12) In "CUE / CUT” panel, now  the waveform  is extended to the whole box. 
 

13) A new command line implemented, to inhibit, during files MIDI importation, the Matrix One 
auto convert to “0” type function. 
 If needed, type “EP84COM?TOGGLEMIDICONV” (leave out apex) command line, and press 

console’s  ENTER button. Then import files MIDI that no need the type “0” conversion. To 

return to normal import procedure, insert the same command line another time. Nevertheless, 

caution is advised when using this feature, and apply only with knowledge 

14) MIDI OUT->PROGRAM CHANGE” and  “MIDI OUT->CONTROL CHANGE” events insertion 
fixed (data data were sent to MIDI Out port in incorrect mode is)  
 

15) Made possible the select “Program Changes” on a midi track where there are multiple program 
changes. However saving  isn’t 'allowed. To save adjustment, enter the event 
“SONGPROGRAM CHANGE”, in ConsoleLyrics EditorEVENTS. 
 

16) Fixed a crossfade (XFADE)  trouble, which could abort the execution of a song if the applied 
fade time was higher than the remaining song time. By pressing the PLAY button when the 
remaining time of the song is less than the selected running time XFade, the fade does not 
happen, and the next song enter playing, not considering the set out crossfade. 
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VVeerr..  22..0033  SSOOFFTTWWAARREE  UUPPDDAATTEE  

List of implementations and adjustment added with 2.03 update 

 

1) Movies display implemented. Compatible formats are mpeg4 (like compressed avi movies), 
H264 (like flv you tube videos), mkv, (max 1024x768),  windows media audio (wmv max 
1024x768). Is possible to import video file, in the compatible formats, choosing, in “Import 
Files”, “MOVIES” folder, available also in the elements displayed in the browser of the selected 
archive. Is’t possible to play video files directly from a connected USB device (preferably hard 
disk). Movies titles will be displayed in ALL SONGS main list, together with all songs. It’s 
highly recommended, as always, not to import items with same name to songs already present 
in the archive. 
It’s possible to adjust, if needed also for movies, Tempo/Transpose/Gain parameters, available 

in “Global Song Settings” box. Cue/Cut, XFade and Link functions are disable, for movies, and 

by pressing “Pause” button while a movie is playing, background preset or the lay out picture 

will be displayed. 

Playing movies images viewing is disabled, and export function is not available. 

It’s possible to display movies on the Matrix One display, or on a connected  video device 

(TV/VGA), by selecting display option in ConsoleUtilityGlobal SetupPage5/5”MOVIE 

DISPLAY, where: 

 

 INTERNAL : the movie will be displayed on Matrix One display 

 EXTERNAL: the movie will be displayed on the connected external video device 
 

A clarification about the playable formats: There are many saving parameters, like codec’s 

type/resolutions/ bitrate etc.., so there is’t possible to bump into mavies not compatible with 

Matrix One. In this case the opportunity is to convert with the help of a PC or Mac program, 

dedicated specifically to the conversion of video formats. Given the wide availability of these 

programs on the Internet, many of them "Open Source", then free for personal users, the 

problem can easily be solved. 

 

2) Illegal message "KEY SIGNATURE" protection added, present in some M-Live production 
MIDI sequences, which determined a timing lag. 

 

3) If a MIDI track, sends a sound variation data that does not exist, now Matrix One displays 
the name of the capital tone between square brackets "[ ]", and plays the corresponding 
capital tone, solving the problem of the impossibility to save the wishes sound correctly. 

 

4) In “Page View” mode, a number display inaccuracy has been fixed.  
 

5) Make improvements in "RESTORE DATA" function. Running "RESTORE DATA" from a 
previously saved backup, this is restored  in the same store from which it was derived. If 
there is a store in Matrix One with the same name as the one that is restored, a new 
archive is created. Trying to restore an archive that is not present in Matrix One, the archive 
will be created. 

 

6) "FULL LYRICS" event implemented. Inserting this kind of event, the normal Lyrics View 
display will be restored at the end of the song. 
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7) New command line is available, to activate Click on all MIDI songs. Click will be activated in 
¼  measure mode. To activate this function, insert “EP84COM?CLICKON” (without apex) in 
console, then press “Enter” console button. 
 

8) In  “INSERT EVENT” function, now is possible to load images from folders created by the 
user. 

 

9) If “SONG AUTO-SELECT” parameter is disabled, and the highlighted song is not the 
preloaded one (red colored), by pressing Matrix One’s “PLAY” button, the highlighted song 
will be preloaded, and after will start automatically. 

 

10) VSC installer and management implemented, related to "Matrix One VSC Installer", 
optional accessory to obtain Roland™ “Virtual Sound Canvas” MIDI sounds on Matrix One. 

 

11) New command line available, that permits to ignore all program changes and bank select 
messages subsequent to the first one. To activate this function, insert 
“EP84COM?IGNOREPROG” (without apex) in console, then press “Enter” console button. 
To disable, apply another time the command line 
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